From peptides to proteins: lessons from my years at the Centre for Protein Engineering.
The MRC Centre for Protein Engineering (CPE) hosted and trained many scientists over the years. It is a unique research environment that shaped the career of many scientists in all aspects. These include research directions and methodologies, but even more important--issues such as how to approach scientific problems and how to manage a research team. Alan Fersht was the director of the CPE when I joined it as a postdoc in the year 2000. In the current article for the PEDS special CPE issue, I will review how my scientific research and my approach to science developed from the days I arrived to the CPE as a young peptide chemist and throughout the years I spent at the CPE, and how it shaped my current research interests and attitude. I will focus on two major fields: (i) Using peptides to study and modulate the structure and interactions of proteins; (ii) Using quantitative biophysical methods to study proteins and their interactions at the molecular level.